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Vmaedr kTa 

 ŸdKet ŸdKet idgÇ» itn bCer pRl| suKduWeKr CayaeraÀur gaey ŸmeK ipCen ser Ÿgl 

Vera …kFa bCr| Vbar …es Ÿgl ba–ailr Ÿs† sb ikCu Buel VnÆdmyIr VbaHn, Hais Vr 

Balbasar Zadubaó»b- dUàgapUja,Vmaedr sbar pairbairk •‡sb| Ÿnanajelr smueÅ …kPail sbuj 

ÃIepr JànaDara- Vmaedr ba„la s„ôáitr •‡sb| ŸZ s„ôáit …† pãbaes Vmaedr …kaÊbàtI 

kereC| menr AÊ Bag ker inet Vmra prýperr kaeC …esiC, dƒaiReyiC …k AdâSY Caedr 

tlay| ta†eta Vmaedr HÐaeSexr H†ûeLar, dl ŸbƒeD ŸbRaet Zawya, jnMiden kak™-maisedr 

iBR, Haspatael rat jaga, …kjenr ibped pƒacjen Jƒaipey pRa| …† sb iney Vmaedr 

…kaÊbàtI s„sar| 

 Vr reyeC Vmaedr kickƒacar dl| wra ZKn rbIÆÅs„gIt gay, njr›l Vbâi¹ ker, 

BrtnaFYm naec, Vmaedr gHn Ÿctnay ta DÕin bajay| wra ZKn ŸleK, Cib Vƒek Vmra ta buek 

ker raKet ca†| kƒaca Haetr Vƒikbuiket, kic glar gaen ìnet pa† AmretÔr VHÕan, AeSx 

•¹raiDkaerr ÷pÈ| 

 Vjekr idgÇ» ta† imel Zak kalekr VkaeS|  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INNER SYMPHONY - AARTI R!Y 
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VIVA LA VIDA 

 - DEBARATI DATTA 

 The darkness loomed up suddenly before my sun dazzled eyes. I saw with dismay that the 

narrow road, now slick with moisture, headed straight into the cavernous depths of the ominous looking 

tunnel. The seconds ticked away relentlessly as I inched forward; I had trouble thinking what could have 

possibly put me in this impossible situation and as if on cue the bright sun dipped suddenly and a 

depressing gloom engulfed me as I frantically looked for a way out! There was no alternative but to 

forge ahead though, I had come too far now to turn back. Hands clammy with sweat and heart thudding 

I tried to muster up all my courage to take the suicidal plunge ahead. My mouth opened in a scream but 

no voice emerged as I involuntarily ducked my head, my hands let go, coming up to shield my fragile 

body against the unknown enemy within. It was worse than I dared to imagine, the tunnel twitched 

treacherously ahead and I lost control completely, groping blindly with my legs but failing to find the 

brakes, slamming into the sides, righted myself miraculously seconds later. By now my heart was 

booming in my ears, my eyes screwed shut with unknown terror, my legs curled up in the tiny space in 

front of me…I went into a 70 feet free fall... screaming in sheer despair.  

 This then, was the end. 

 The boom turned out to be a hard metal number banging away in the distance as the world 

righting itself, found me lying spread-eagled in foot deep water smiling away foolishly into the sunshine 

of the twin twister at the water park.  

 I am a survivor. 

 

 

 

 

RUNNING AROUND THE GOVERNMENT AGENCIES – A CASE OF BROKEN GOVERNANCE 

- AMALENDU CHATTERJEE, Ph.D 

 When you face a war or become a refugee as a result of a civil war (especially in a developing 

country) you might expect to run around to various government agencies to get things to survive. I could 

write a book based on my experience in Bangladesh. I had never thought I could write an article about a 

broken agency in the US government. The story started when I needed a copy of my proof of entry with 

my immigration visa from 1985. It would have been a moot case had I not lost the original document 
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due to job related moves in different parts of the country. There has been much uproar recently 

regarding the inefficiency or overreach of government agencies.  To add to the fuel, let me add one 

more example of an action initiated as part of Freedom of Information Act/Privacy Act (FOIA/PA). 

 I was born in Bangladesh but immigrated to the USA from Canada. I came to Canada in 1972 as a 

student after Bangladesh (previously East Pakistan) became independent by a civil war. I finished my 

Ph.D and took a job with Bell Canada. I lived in Canada for over 12 years and contributed to its pension 

plan and old age security. I qualified for the Canadian Pension Plan (CPP) in 1962 any my application was 

approved quickly several weeks after an on-line application. Assuming a similar process, I made an on-

line application for the Canadian old age security in January, 2010. Unfortunately, requirements for 

approval of Canadian old age security were more rigorous. It was further complicated due to a bilateral 

agreement between Canada and USA on Canadian Old age Security and Social Security Welfare for those 

who do not satisfy 20 years mandatory living requirements in Canada but live in the USA for those 

remaining years.  

 In April, 2010, I received a letter from the office of the Canadian Old Age Security Program 

detailing all documents needed for the approval of my request. All documents needed to be submitted 

within 90 days. I met all Canadian government requirements in no time. Officer from Canada highlighted 

telephone number, e-mail address and mailing address of the USA government agency to get the proof 

of entry to the USA. I contacted the appropriate USA government agency and I was told that it falls 

under the ‘Information/Privacy Act Request’ and I must fill out the G-639 form with necessary 

information. I submitted the form on May 7, 2010 to the Department of Homeland Security. On May 13, 

2010, I got a response stating that the application has been assigned a control number by the National 

Record Center (NRC) and had been placed in a simple track for first-in and first-out response. I was also 

given a web address to check the status of the response using the control number. I received another 

letter on May 18, 2010, asking me for my parents information which I submitted immediately 

considering the urgency of the matter.  

 I did not hear from them for over a month. On 6/11/2010, I went to the given web site and 

made a query on the status. The auto response indicated my track request number was 992 of total 

2590 so far submitted. There was no indication how many requests are processed per day and how 

many days it could take for my request. If you call or send e-mail nobody responds to your nervous 

concerns. On 7/23/2010, I made another query at the web site and I was told my track number was 223 

out of 3927. Again, there was no indication of the date I would receive the document. I had to submit all 

such interactions with DHS to the Canadian office to keep my case alive.  

 On 10/05/2010, I received a package from the US Citizenship and Immigration Service telling me 

a CD has been enclosed as part of your Freedom of Information/Privacy Act (FOIA/PA). I was all excited 

and put the CD in my computer. To my surprise, the CD had a copy of a forwarded letter explaining that 

NRC does not respond to the request directly and one page has been sent to the state department for 

their action. The second page in the CD was almost blank. It had a statement, ‘Referred to: State 
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Department’ only with no reference of person or telephone number for any kind of contact. I made an 

e-mail enquiry to the original addressee, uscis.foia@dhs.gov with no response for several days. My 

frustration was rising and I did not know how to get at the bottom of the problem. My wife suggested 

that I should try our congressman, David Price who helped us previously to resolve the citizenship 

related issues. I contacted his office and got in touch with Ms. Robyn Winneberger. Initially, she was not 

sure what to do to help but after the exchange of many e-mails and documents, she started to look into 

the matter. After a long wait (August 26 to October 5), I received an e-mail from Robyn saying the 

desired document will be in the mail soon. Finally one week later on October 11, 2010, I received the 

document. Irony is that I received the same document from both places: DHS and the Department of 

State. It is a case of broken governance – duplicate work in different agencies causing so much delay of a 

simple task (May 13, 2010 to October 11, 2010). 

 The questions arise whose fault is this, where is the system broken and how to fix those 

agencies? It was a small piece of the total actions under the freedom of information act. Imagine the 

impact of other acts such as Immigration & Naturalization, IRS, Medicare, Social Security to name a few 

that are in place. In addition, there are many bills/acts being passed in the new Congress. In every 

session of Congress starting from 1998, there are on average 50 to 60 bills being discussed. From 1998 

to 2010, the number of government publications related to these bills as reported by the US 

Government Printing Office’s (GPO) Federal Digital System is in the range of 4,155,971.  How do you 

extract useful information from such a database? Where are the resources to make it available to the 

public when they need it? At the rate it is going, 50 years from now we may run out of government 

employees to make those laws passed in the house or the senate for the good use of the public, and to 

make the resultant documentation and paperwork available to the public in a timely manner.  We must 

aim for less of an administrative burden. We need a simple process so that general public with or 

without a college education can take advantage of the FOIA/PA. 

 I understand the frustration of many people regarding government inefficiency. Congress can 

frame many laws and impose many regulations but timely and quick execution of these for the benefit 

of people is critical. I have given an example of one agency, but people are frustrated regarding other 

instances of government inefficiency, such as immigration policy or the airport screening process for 

example. For the government, friendly, efficient service does not seem to be a priority – more photo ops 

than actual actions.  

 

 

mailto:uscis.foia@dhs.gov
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DURGA PUJA 

- KAMALENDU DAS 

 

 To a youngster growing up in the late 1940s in Panchakhanda, a thriving parganah of Sylhet 

District, Durga Puja meant a month-long of activities focused on fun, festivity, and fulfillment.  This used 

to be the time when our year-long expectation came to fruition.  The school was out for a month. The 

kids would visit mandap after mandap where the murati (the perceivable form)  of Goddess Durga along 

with her party and adversary was being built by the potters.  We’d watch with our eyes wide-open as 

simple materials such as straw, clay, and paint were being transformed into powerful Ma Durga.   

 As the calendar turned to Mahalaya, the arrival of friends, relatives, and family members began.  

We used to keep track of who and how many were arriving at what house.  Many of these people were 

like migratory birds, visiting their roots once a year.  As I recollect, they were nice, friendly people, who 

used to bring new things and ideas from other places to add to the pomp and grandeur of the festival. 

 Finally, the main Puja started from Saptami, the seventh day after new moon. The kids would be 

up early in the morning with the sound of dhak (drum) to pick up flowers for pujo, take shower, put on 

new clothes, and run to the puja mandap. There they would observe the puja, participate in activities 

such as playing the cymbals, beating the drum or gong, offering flowers, repeating mantras after the 

priest, and finally partaking of sumptuous prasad (meal).  The process repeated in the evening with Arati 

and partaking of prasadam,  which were the prelude to the grand nightly event of Yatra—an open-air  

theatrical performance.  Mahishasura Badh (killing of Buffalo Demon by Ma Durga) was the most 

common yatra pala.  

 And these events continued for two more days. 

 On the day of Vijaya Dashami, we felt sad that our highly anticipated annual festival is over.  But 

we’d look up to our family members, friends, and relatives with a renewed sense of love, respect, and 

compassion, and probably promise to ourselves to make next year even better for all of us. 

 Durga Puja is said to be a Rajasik event; it’s very expensive and takes a lot of time and energy to 

organize it. So, why do we devote so much of our resources and frequently overspend to celebrate it?   

 Although it has become pompous and showy, Durga Puja teaches us a very important lesson of 

life – how to live happily with our own self.  It is not difficult to discern if we unravel the story of 

Mahishasura Badh. 

 The Buffalo Demon is the dark side of the force.  It leaves no stone unturned to become 

immortal and grab all the power in the universe.  It subjugates humans and other living beings in the 

three worlds and drives out the Gods (the pure ones) from their heavenly abode.   To defeat such a 

powerful force, the pure ones and the Divine Trinity (Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva) need to unite for a 

common purpose and combine their own positive energy into the deity we call Ma Durga.  In a fierce 

battle, Ma Durga kills Mahishasura and restores peace and order in the universe. 
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 Mahishasura is the Big Ego that resides in our own head.  It tries to make us boastful, selfish, 

and ignorant.  To control or defeat this beast, we need to combine all our positive energy and invoke the 

spirit of Ma Durga (she who relieves all difficulties).  When we defeat our ego, peace and order will 

prevail and our real learning begins to realize the truth. 

 May the force of Ma Durga be with you. 

 

 

SONG BIRD  

 - MITHU CHAUDHURI 

Song bird whistling non-stop  in early dawn 

Sun not quite up yet darkness still there 

Who woke me up today ?  

Why I wonder ! 

Visiting this cottage day by day  

But never happened this before 

Went for a stroll on a hot muggy day 

Ocean breeze swipes my face 

Soft touch like a child 

Oh! What a heavenly feeling 

Far away there is a sail boat 

Is he bringing any message for me ? 

My restless mind wonders all over 

Oh ! stupid cell phone  

Please do not ring , give me some peace 

But voice sounds familiar  

Who is the other end ? 

My son Joyojyoti 

Mother, it is coming  

What ,what  son ? 

What is coming  

Your future generation  

About to give birth by noon 

Do not rush mom 

Take your time and be here by noon 

What a lovely surprise 

I do not know how to react  

Quickly trying to pack up 

Long long way to go  

Can my Neelojyoti  

Wait for me ? 

Please child wait for me 

But be very careful  

Your little darling sister Leeya has been waiting 

for months 

I do not want to miss to see her reaction 

She whispers in my ear , 

Tha my baby brother is on his way 

Suddenly time flew  

Where are we now ? 

Baby is crying 

Is it true ? 

My darling Neelojyoti has arrived 

How do we welcome him  

I do not know but. 

His little sister reminds me she is first on the 

line 

 

- June 17, 2011  12.30 am 
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~AcrÂÉ® 

 - ~dAHTÉ gÁÉOÉsF» 
 
RÌÉ À@Ø´ AcrÂÉ® @ØÀÌ SÉ 
WpHÉÝ ~ÉAT sZS Ë¨©¨ À¬ØAU 
~ÉTÉÌ ÀrýKëÉÝ AË@ØAË@Ø @ØÀÌ 
@ØAc©É 
 
~ÉTÉÌ wUÉÌ SAU À@ØÀv A°ÀU 

A¬ØSüA@Ø A°ÀÝ ÀcAîÀs ~É®É ÌÀ½Ì TÀoF 
®É°É ÞÉU À©ÉUÉ ÀSMÀ@ØÉÌ TÀ©É ÀgÀ® Àc¦ÉÀc 
®¨Ì 
 
 

 
Þ¨ÌÀSÉ AcAKÀÝ sÉRÝÉ QØ© ÀËÀ@Ø wA¦ÀÝ ÞÌÉ 
®É°É UÉgÉÌ Àg©Ì À°ZÀ© ÞÉÀc 
Ìe 
 
gÉÀUÉÀcÀ® WpHÉ ~ÉAT g¨ÀU ÀwAa 
~ÞWÉ© ~ÉTÉÌ SÉwÉU ÞÉÝ SÉ 

®c QØ© À®ÀÌ ÀwÀa ~ÉB 
 
©Éq RÌÉ À@Ø´ AcrÂÉ® @ØÌU SÉ 
~ÉTÉÌ ®cvÉq 
@ØËÉ, ®¨Ì ~ÉÌ Ìe 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

DARE TO 

DREAM 

- AARTI RAY  
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ŸGaRa w bnbas 

 - ŸkOiSk Ÿsn 

mujtba Vil saeHb ŸdH ŸreKeCn 

 ŸZ bCr deSk Veg …kidn ŸdeKiClam|  

 gãIn kaeàhr cqer tKn Vim piëcemr …k raKalraejY ha¹¡air kret ŸgiC| ŸdSFar Ÿpaxaik nam 

imenesaFa, nrwey ŸTek Ba†ik„edr b„SDerra …Kaen …es Vó»ana ŸgeRiCl| ŸsKaen† …k g¸gãaemr 

Haspatael Vmar cakir| Ÿs†

 

 

 

imenesaFar 
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 BÅelaekr ŸCel,

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vim ŸlakFa pƒaR naió»k ikÇ¼ w† ŸZ belna- k™puº ZdYip Hy, k™mata kKena ny| ŸZ cuelaet† 

Taik na Ÿkn 

dUerr …ksair sbuj iFlar idek| 

dandelion
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ŸZ ŸGaRa …kdm iPF 

 

 

 

imenesaFa  

tarpr 
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OUR MAMONI  

 - MITHU CHAUDHURI 

Sometimes I call you Mamala  

You complain to me that I haven’t called you Pakaburi for long time . 

Is there any  end to call you in different names ? 

Every day I discover you in many ways  

I am your friend, I am your playmate  

We tell the story to each other 

We sing together, we giggle together  

We hold hands and dance  

We try to explore plants  

We try to smell the fragrance of 

 flower and chase the butterfly 

We try to catch the ripen-fruit  

We chase the ducks and the turtle 

We try to count the stars in blue sky 

We watch the waves , count the shells 

 and watch the passers by 

We do not look at the clock  

Time flies but who cares ? 

This moment will never come back  

You were a baby , now you are a 

 precious little girl 

You can play piano , play soccer 

I watch your talent limit to the sky 

Your soft touch, your love, your 

 feelings 

God sent to us 

Love you darling with all my blessings. 

 

- Yours  Tha  

 [Monday June 6, 2011  1.40 am] 

 

'TERI MERI KAHANI' 

 - AARTI RAY   
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sMreN 

 - ŸdbZanI ŸGax 

 

ma Vmar Si¹¡ 

ma Vmar ibSÿas 

ma Vmar Bi¹¡ 

ma Vmar VSÿas 

 

ma maen gaC 

ma maen† kaj 

ma maen gan 

sur CÆd tan 

 

ma Ÿkbl Sasn 

ma Ÿkbl Baxn 

ma Ÿkbl bka 

"buiJs na Ÿkn? Ÿbaka' 

 

seàx †ilS? ma 

Buin iKcuir! ma 

pƒafar ma„s- ma 

ic„iR pFl- ma 

 

ma'r ÷pÈ A«™r 

ma'r VSa mûl 

ma'r †¬Ca ŸmGa 

ma'r pãSÈ k™Ful 

 

maeyr …kmaº ŸlKapRa 

tar Pl ô™l 

heraiT, seHil, Ÿdaeyl, Ÿkaeyl 

ta† sb pãýP™iFt P™l 

 

 

 

 

 

maeyr ìr› ŸBar 

grmkkap ca 

tarper† "pRet Ÿbas!' 

ŸKla, ganbajna 

Vr "Ka'| 

 

ma'r VnÆd P™l 

ma'r keLal gan 

mar Ÿpãm SmI 

ibSÿas, Brsa pãaN 

 

…Kn ma SaÇ» 

ma …Kn mu¹¡ 

ma …Kn tara 

Vim matâHara^ 
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DREAM RIDE 

 -  AKAASH SANYAL (12 YEARS) 

 

The plane shot off the ground like a bullet from a gun, 

Blasting my eardrums, 

Soaring like an eagle. 

The world seemed to shrink beneath my feet 

Until all I could see was the white cotton candy 

In the sky. 

I felt like a mouse 

In the talons of a bird, 

Jerking with every move, 

The wind sailing past me. 

My helium wings defied gravity. 

Suddenly, I plummeted down from the heavens, 

Gaining velocity. 

The rush of the chilled air froze my eyeballs, 

The green forest grew bigger by the second. 

The toy cars became real, 

The winding snakes transformed into highways. 

A split-second before the ground hits the plane, 

The captain says, "Fasten your seatbelts, 

We are ready for take-off." 

 

THE GREEN-WINGED MACAW 

- SUHANA CHAKRAVARTY  [8 YEARS] 

 
 

A VISITOR ON MARS 

  - ABHISHEK CHAKLADAR [13 YEARS] 

 

 Mars was vast and dusty with occasional gusts coming from nowhere. Explorers have been 

visiting this place but that’s still so rare that it is always eerily silent and lifeless. I padded down the 

desert of red dust. This was nothing like Earth. 

Shantanu
Typewritten Text
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 I had been sent here to examine the golden crater that had been created a few months back. I 

was suspecting that it wasn’t a meteorite that created it. But if I was right, then what really did make it? 

I travelled on my desert scooter for about three hours before arriving at the spot. Thank God, we have 

been able to place GPS satellites in this planet for all these explorations. Otherwise anybody could easily 

get lost in this “roadless” planet!  

 As I reached the site, I thought I probably caught a glance of something moving at the other 

edge of the crater. No, it can’t be. It must be my imagination. Don’t start acting silly, I thought to myself. 

But it seemed so real! I shrugged off the thought and started collecting samples to bring back to Earth 

for further research. “Why did I have to come alone?” I whined to myself. It’s not easy to inspect a three 

hundred kilometer wide crater by sending only one person to it. I kept thinking about it until I found a 

purple body with a green head……….. WAIT WHAT?! 

 I immediately jumped back from the body. It didn’t look like human being. Nor did it resemble 

with any known animal on earth. Then what?? “Aliens! That’s what made this crater!” I exclaimed out 

loud. At that moment, I felt something grab my shoulder! I whipped around to see a figure, identical to 

the body I found, standing right behind me. By now, I was freaking out. What was going on here?! 

 I ran back to my scooter and started rushing toward the rocket. I was so scared that I completely 

forgot I could have taken a few pictures of the being. And I didn’t recall so until it was far too late.  

 Back inside the rocket, I was babbling on the phone. I was lucky the year was 3107, not 1971. 

“Yes there was an alien in that crater,” I told my scientist boss who was at Earth. “Do you have any 

picture?” the scientist asked. I looked out the window and remembered what happened back at the 

crater. “No. I forgot to,” I said in a low voice. But just then, I saw something in the distant horizon. It 

seemed to be coming towards the rocket. Then, I saw that same purple figure with a green head. I 

couldn’t believe my luck. That stupid alien was following me! And even worse, I saw that behind that 

alien was a line of other aliens. Those things were after me! However, I had something else in mind.  

 I started taking pictures with my camera for about ten seconds before my boss on the phone 

started speaking again. “Hello……..Are you there……..What’s going on there?” “Those aliens are after 

me! You have to get me out of here!” I screamed into the phone realizing just how dangerous the 

situation was. “I’ll call the International Space Organization and they’ll launch you back to Earth” he 

replied in a rather calm voice. 

 As the aliens were getting closer, I screamed out again, “Get me up!!! They are going to get to 

me any moment. Lift off now please!!”. Just then the rocket launched. It launched off the ground about 

a few seconds before the aliens would have gotten me. I looked through the window and saw that they 

had pulsar type guns in their hands. I imagined myself being shot by those things and shuddered at the 

thought. I could sense they were screaming at me with high pitched voices with their arms up and tried 

to shoot the rocket down. But by that time I was far beyond their reach. 
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 As the rocket propelled me back to 

Earth, I was pondering one thought. “Hopefully, 

those things won’t be a visitor on Earth as well,” 

I said to myself as I saw the Earth in the 

distance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

       MY DINO BUDDY -  RITISH DUTTA [5 YEARS] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

' ' - 

 

[13 YEARS]   
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THE TWO OF US 

 - ADITI CHAKRAVARTY  [15 1/2 YEARS]            

You and I, the two of us,  

Floating, rising, gliding, as we digress. 

From the path most travelled, 

Or so we believe in our thoughts unraveled. 

 

Thoughts so muddled, yet so clear, 

Every word spoken in between sincere, 

 Most precious are the moments we steal, 

Because life is a moment stolen, the moment surreal.  

 

The vivid colors, the happiness shared 

The passing emotions that go undeclared, 

Engulfed by a hurricane, unstable on our feet 

A tornado we spin in, a dance we repeat. 

 

These garbled entanglements, these jumbled webs,        AUTUMN -     [10 YEARS]  

Is love, is family, is friendship that never ebbs.                            

So you and I, the two of us, 

Continue to float, rise, and glide as we digress. 

 

 BRIDGES 

 - SIDDHARTHA DAS [10 YEARS] 

North, South, East, West, name any direction….there are Bridges everywhere 

Bridges are meant to be crossed everyday 

And connect people, places and cultures. 

Cross them by cars, buses, trucks, trains, bikes and even by foot. 

They come in many different shapes and sizes – 

Long-span, Short-span, High, Low or sometimes even Covered, 

And can be of various types – 

Cable-stayed, Truss, Suspension, Arch, Movable… 

They are built strong to sustain 

Earthquakes, Hurricanes and other natural disasters. 

Engineers and architects work together to design and build; 

End result: FASCINATING and MAGNIFICENT piece of work!!!! 
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PERIODIC PUZZLE 

 - VEDATMAN SOHAM BASU [11 YEARS] 

It's easy, you can do it - 

You can do it if you try. 

And if you think it's too hard just take a look at. 

When you see these elements you'll try to turn and run. 

But when you understand just three, you'll find them really fun. 

   

Across 

4. My name in Greek means new. My electron zap and zing when excited. I am the hottest element in 

Las Vegas. 

5. I'm special because I'm named after the creator of the periodic table of elements. 

8. I don't mean to boast but I am the king of the digital age. I make up chips which are in your iPod. 

10. I'm the Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde element, I can take and give life. I am a vital part of DNA molecules. I 

also inflict terrible burns and for that I was used in World War ll. 
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13. I am everywhere from brass to sunscreen to batteries. I am more important than you would ever 

zinc! 

16. Unlike the Disney dog - life isn't not cartoon for me. I was the bomb dropped on the city of Nagasaki 

(August 1945). 

17. People makes fun of me, calling me boring ______(my name). So maybe I'm not flamboyant and 

dressed in brown but I am facilitator. 

19. My compound can tear through anything. I am the proof in bullet-proof armor. 

22. My name comes from the German word "kupfernickel" meaning devil's copper. 

24. I kill bacteria, I'm used as an antiseptic to clean insides of bodies after surgery. I can directly change 

from solid to gas a.k.a sublimation. 

25. More reactive than calcium, when excited my ions give off a green-apple color. 

 

Down 

1. Named after the Greek Titians I am extremely hard and resistant to any type of chemical attacks. 

2. In Greek my name means hidden and I'm completely unreactive. Do not confuse me with Super Man's 

weakness. 

3. I am the lightest and first of all metals. I am the positive half of batteries. 

6. I am named after the Scandinavian goddess of beauty. I can show off brilliant rainbows of colors. 

7. I am the key component of dynamite and TNT. I may be part of demolition, but I am the nitrogen cycle 

which gives life. 

9. I am the center of the Earth. You could say I am at the core of everything. 

11. I am  the most abundant element in the universe. I am the gas which fuels a star. 

12. It is not fair that my shine, conductive, and flexible metallic structure always gets second place to 

gold. 

14. I am your security guard that fight the waterborne diseases. 

15. I may not be rare or the most expensive but I'm most wanted. 24 carat is my purest form. 

18. I am a mad hatter since I have a mind bending ability to poison the brain. I am 1 of the two liquids in 

the periodic table. 

20. I am one of the most powerful elements in the periodic table. I was bombed on Hiroshima. 

21. I smell like rotten eggs but it's all my compounds fault. I ooze from the pores of volcanoes which 

gave me the reputation of fiery hell. 

23. My name in German means "goblin". My compounds are distinctive in glass. 

[Please turn to the next page for answer.] 
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WILLOW TREE 

   - SHALINI SARKAR (GURIA)  [13 YEARS] 

Branches blowing in the breeze 

Underneath a bright blue sky 

A medley of bright green leaves 

Peaceful without having to try 

  

Lone tree in a grassy valley 

Sitting behind a steep hill 

More pleasant than an alley 

Resting place of my will 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wander there with few friends 

Push aside the budding vines  

This is where the journey ends 

This serene place of mine 

  

Lie down on the lush green grass  

Let this moment forever last 

This is where I want to be 

Underneath the willow tree 

            
       
             
            
            
     

  
 

 

 

 

 

MY PET-FAMILY  [color pencil] -  AMITAUJA OISHII BASU [7 YEARS] 

[ANSWER: 1. Titanium; 2. Krypton; 3. Lithium; 4. Neon; 5. Mendelevium; 6. Vanadium; 7. Nitrogen; 8. Silicon; 9. Iron; 10. 

Phosphorus; 11. Hydrogen; 12. Silver; 13. Zinc; 14. Chlorine; 15. Gold; 16. Plutonium; 17. Boron; 18. Mercury; 19. Tungsten; 20. 

Uranium; 21. Sulfur; 22. Nickel; 23. Cobalt; 24.Iodine; 25. Barium]  
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 - ANWESHA NANDI [13 YEARS] 

 

 GANESH & MAA DURGA  - ANISHA ROY [6 YEARS]   
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- AUDRIJA 

BHATTACHARYA  

[5 YEARS]     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE 

VILLAGE 

- AABIR 

SANYAL 

 [8 YEARS] 
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